IT Manager’s
Maintenance
Checklist

SERVERS

Run vendor diagnostics to check all hardware is in a healthy state
Check all firmware is up to date
Check backups are completing, and run some test restores
Review CPU and memory utilisation and re-allocate where necessary
Check event logs for any warnings or critical events that could lead to or
highlight potential problems
Check UPS health including battery status and runtime metrics

Date reviewed:

NOTES:

A critical server event can have serious business continuity consequences. In light
of renewed dependency on IT resilience and performance, you may wish to revisit
your DR provision and priorities. Check out this 10-step template for refreshing
your DR plan.
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STORAGE

Confirm storage is healthy, optimised, and not approaching capacity
Check all storage firmware is up to date and identify any known issues in
current firmware versions
Review storage performance metrics including latency and queue depth
analysis
Review storage workloads and reallocate where necessary

Date reviewed:

NOTES:

Storage flexibility, scalability and visibility has become crucial during these
unpredictable times. If you’d like greater control over your storage estate, and
quickly be able to provision (or reduce) storage, On-premise as a Service from K3
could be useful.
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SOFTWARE

Confirm all operating system and application software is up to date and
running required build versions
Review software licence quantities and ensure compliance
Check for vendor ‘known problems’ or vulnerability releases and address
Carry out software performance and stability analysis to identify issues that
may cause production outages or delays
Carry out any maintenance tasks such as drive optimisation or database
performance optimisation

Date reviewed:

NOTES:

To ensure that software runs like a well-oiled machine, consider a managed
service to undertake performance, uptime, availability and configuration tasks. K3
offers software support with no upfront costs and monthly payment plans.
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NETWORK

Review health status of network switches, routers, access points,
or firewalls
Check all firmware is up to date and identify any known issues in current
firmware versions
Check event logs for any warnings or critical events that could lead to or
highlight potential problems
Review network utilisation to ensure you are not operating close to
maximum capacity

Date reviewed:

NOTES:

With huge numbers accessing corporate networks from home, firewall
performance has never been more critical. To ascertain whether your firewall
is really handling the pressures of the new normal and appropriate for current
conditions, ask yourself these 5 questions.
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SECURITY

Review password security and make sure you have a system that enforces
password policy
Evaluate user accounts and remove or disable any accounts that are no
longer needed
Check for account lockouts or suspicious activity – especially temporarily
inactive accounts of furloughed staff
Review firewall or gateway devices for firmware updates, security
vulnerabilities and address access rules that may no longer be required
Run external penetration tests to highlight and address any vulnerabilities on
your network
Ensure endpoint protection is installed, up to date, and functioning correctly
Review server and endpoint operating system and application update status
and apply updates where necessary
Review remote access / remote working policies and ensure MFA
technologies are used where possible

Date reviewed:

NOTES:

Worried about colleagues exposing your business to cyberattack or data breaches?
Share this phishing awareness training guide and this Bring Your Own Device in 60
seconds video. If you need a security audit, K3 can deliver one remotely. It takes 2
working days and we provide you with a full report and risk score. Read more here.

t: 0844 579 0800
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MONITORING

Ensure that you have a good network monitoring solution –
especially if remote working requirements limit workplace presence
Confirm monitoring status on all devices and equipment – a network audit is
a good idea
Cleanse and rationalise monitoring dashboards considering any hardware,
software or user changes required
Review and address any monitoring alerts and revisit / revise monitoring
thresholds

Date reviewed:

NOTES:

Monitoring systems performance won’t ensure good network health alone. If users
are accessing your network from home, share this 12 tips for any remote worker
infographic to raise awareness of how to mitigate network vulnerabilities.
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SUPPORT

Check all existing vendor and supplier warranty or support
agreements are still valid
Confirm that all SLAs are still applicable and adjust where necessary
Review items covered by maintenance agreements and review where
necessary
Consider the support requirements for new technologies that may have
recently been introduced for remote working and collaboration solutions

Date reviewed:

NOTES:

Many businesses make assumptions about support functions included in packages.
For example, data is not fully backed up and recoverable in Microsoft 365 - if user
is deleted, their account data and files go with them. For 100% confidence that
M365 user data is backed up, consider a specific backup product.

t: 0844 579 0800
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OUR RANGE OF SERVICES

CONSULTANCY

ONLINE BACKUP

RMM

Maximise IT investments by
plugging resource or skills gaps
on demand.

Encrypted copies of data and
apps are stored in robust
UK datacentres and quickly
recoverable.

Monitors critical IT
Infrastructure performance
around the clock and alerts us
to errors.

MICROSOFT

SQL DBA

CLOUD SERVICES

Increased flexibility, competitive
pricing and an overall enhanced
Microsoft user experience.

Daily administration for optimal
database performance,
availability and reliability.

Public, private or hybrid with
strategic and technical expertise
from our specialists.

SOFTWARE

HARDWARE

REMOTE DESKTOP

Assistance with the uptime,
availability and configuration
of third-party software.

Maintenance for IT hardware
products, devices and
peripherals with break/fix
support.

Access work PCs,
applications and storage
from anywhere, at any time.
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OUR RANGE OF SERVICES

SECURITY AUDIT

FIREWALL
PROTECTION

Highlights cybersecurity risks
with the provision of a risk
score, report and advice.

A frontline defence against
internet-based threats that
compromise your network.

DISASTER RECOVERY

EMAIL SECURITY

IT to support continued
operations and technology
recovery when faced with
adverse events.

Protect networks against
spam, phishing and
ransomware with no reduction
in speed.

ANTIVIRUS

Blocks 100% of known viruses
and spyware to protect against
data breaches, hacking and
downtime. harmful cyberattacks
in their tracks.

PATCH
MANAGEMENT

Essential updates to ensure
applications and systems have
optimal security credentials.

WEB CONTENT
FILTERING
www

Scans, monitors and blocks
malicious traffic when
browsing the web.

TRAINING
Group educational sessions
for all roles and responsibilities
to raise awareness and
effectiveness.
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